
I want to touch on a topic, actually two topics... 
1.  Water If It is Sub-Freezing 
2.  Water If there is No Power (electricity) 
 
Sub-Freezing Temps and Water 
 
Well...we all know that Water freezes at 32-F / 0-C, and thanks to this amazing 
process...our drinking favorite turns into translucent steel...FAST!  If you are in a 
survival mode, and need water, how do you get water, if it is all locked up frozen 
around you? 
 
Well...if you happened to read my "Survival Pack" post...you know that one of the 
MOST CRITICAL pieces of gear, beyond a good pocket knife, you can have - is the 
famous stainless steel 'camp cup', or 'sierra cup' (they actually are 
different...sierra's are angle-sided, camp-cups are straight-walled...and often 
bigger).  Well...I let neither one get too far away from my side! 
 
I am going to go through a scenario of what I would do, if I have my cup and I 
need water in a frozen environment.  If you get into an emergency crisis, I do hope 
you have a small survival pack nearby...you can make one that will actually fit 
inside your 16-oz survival cup, and just pack it away in a half-gallon ziplock, throw 
it in the car, and forget it...it should have a basic micro-tackle box, matches, paper, 
pencil, card-compass, AAA-Flashlight, and your choice of some high-energy 
food.  Throw it in your car glove box....make another, throw it into your cupboards, 
etc. 
 
Anyway...I am in my truck...it is -5F outside, no snow, but I am driving along a 
desolate roadway...and I get a flat tire.  Half-tank of gas, so I can stay-warm...if I 
am smart...but I need to remember, I didn't pack any water in my vehicle.  What 
do I do?  I have to have at LEAST 3-quarts of water a day...because THIS DOES 
NOT CHANGE IN COLD WEATHER!  I have seen SEVERAL people dehydrate in cold 
weather, because they didn't sweat, and didn't pay attention to their thirst...which 
isn't always a good sign, anyhow!  Watch your amount consumed!  Urine color is a 
good indicator, also...the darker the dryer...remember that! 
 
So...I am not thirsty yet...NOW is the time to look for water.  First, I mark my 
position on some paper, take a compass reading, find a landmark, and make SURE 
I am not about to get lost from my truck.  Ok...now that I can return, let's find 
some water.  In frozen environments, water is hard to find often, because animals 
aren't moving to it as rapidly...they bypass frozen pools that you might be able to 
take advantage of.  Look for gullies and depressions in the land-form...often this 
starts at the groomed side of the road, where there is a formed drainage 
ditch!  Depends if you want to take water from there...for if salt is used to groom 
the road ice-free, then you will want to avoid this if at all possible.  Walk off the 
road 20-30 meters, and look for potholes, depressions...try to stay within sight of 
your vehicle, or other safety.  If you find a sinkhole, can you see water through the 
top layer of ice?  Is there a visible 'darkness' or air-bubble beneath it?  Ok...find a 
rock and break through...get the water and scoop it up...careful not to disturb 



sediments...even if that means half-cup at a time.  Now... 
 
WAIT!  You aren't just going to drink that, are you? 
 
Set up your surface mount survival stove!  Three bricks, formed in a "U", light a fire 
(you'll love it by now, anyhow...you're COLD!) and put your cup up there to BOIL 
YOUR WATER!  Remember...10-minutes, or as close as you can get to it...try to get 
at LEAST that much water, that you can keep the boil that long...it takes that long 
to kill MANY viruses.  Ok...now, let it cool...and take a drink!  It might TASTE like 
rocky the raccoon was by there recently...or bulwinkle the moose...but hey...it has 
been boiled and is free of any contagion! 
 
Snowfall makes water collection like this MUCH easier, as to 
streams.  CAREFUL!  Do NOT attempt to harvest water from a stream, unless you 
understand how easy the surface ice can give way on you!  Try to find a small cove 
that you can reach without being on the ice!  Use a sturdy stick to test ANY surface 
you plan to step on, first!  Hit it, beat it, be rough to it...I'd rather break a 
stick...than to be gentle in my testing, only to fall through trying to reach my 
water!  Survival means TRYING HARD to be OVERLY-CONSERVATIVE on 
safety!  Leave Rambo for the movies...BE A WIMP!  Taking chances is for the 
experts...and I know a LOT of experts who die, from excessive complacency and 
ego.  A REAL expert travels softly...and gently...and KNOWS how easy it is to die. 
 
Water is all around you...and it can be harvested relatively easy 
outdoors.  Remember:  that cup, is a BLESSING, ALWAYS boil your water!, walk 
safely around ice surfaces that may give-way. 
 
WATER WHILE IN THE CITY... 
 
Well...you are back in the heart of Times Square, NYC...and there is nothing but 
you, deer, a good dog, and mutants... 
 
AND YOU ARE THIRSTY 
 
Where do you get water, in an urban environment?  Well, first off...check each 
small store, boutique, news shop, etc. for bottled water.  Found 
some?  GOOD...CHECK THE EXPIRATION DATE!  Seriously...it is printed on it 
somewhere...and is a mark of when the biological growth inside the bottle should 
not pass expected EPA guidelines!  All water is compromised, to some amount...and 
eventually...it must be re-filtered. 
 
Ok...bad date?  NO PROBLEM...HEY...Don't THROW IT AWAY!  Let's FIX IT! 
 
We know that the bottle of water should be free of heavy metals, pesticides, etc., 
right?  All we have is a biological issue inside.  Ok...no problem...where's your 
survival cup?  You brought it...right? (see this re-occuring theme...right?)  Ok...take 
the bottle of water, go out into the street...hey...grab a few...tank up while you are 
doing this.  Ok...fill your cup 80%...and set your brick-stove up...ok...get to 



boiling!  10-minutes will kill EVERYTHING!  Let it cool...good... 
 
Drink up!  Repeat as necessary! 
 
Can't find a bottle of water?  You can check other 'light sodas' (sprite, 7-Up, etc) for 
their expiration dates also...soda tends to have a shorter expiration date than just 
bottled water...but hey...can't find water, make do, right?  TRY TO AVOID DIET 
SODAS!  They are TOUGH on kidneys, liver, and can actually contribute to 
dehydration, compared to straight sugared sodas.  ALWAYS REFERENCE THE 
'GOOD-BY' DATES! 
 
Still can't find anything?  Ok...now it gets tricky...start looking for things that catch 
water...let's avoid sanitary drains, rivers, etc. for the moment...we want to avoid 
heavy industrial waste streams, if we can avoid it...let's find that elusive hubcap 
first... 
 
Look for water cachements...natural and man-made...often, you may have to go to 
the rooftops (via the 'crowbar express') first....think like rain...if you were a 
raindrop...where would YOU fall?  Ok...you went UP, and found SEVERAL buckets 
holding water.  Good.  Look around...is anyone gardening in a window 
box?  cool...that's who you want to go to first...the other guys have been probably 
mopping in their buckets, with cleaner residue in theirs...but the guy with the 
window box has been watering his box with his...and it is half-full of water.  Grab 
the bucket...let's go down to the ground first.  Now...set the bucket down, away 
from where animals will raid it while you go find a piece of fine-woven 
cloth...yep...like a good button-up shirt, or finer...600-count weave like a fine piece 
of silk is AWESOME (and carrying something like this is even better!)...ok...set your 
cup down, and preliminary filter the water through the cloth, to your cup...yep...fill 
80%...set your cup on your brick stove, and boil it...10-minutes. 
 
Repeat as necessary. 
 
Now...you kinda have the mindset to find water, if you need...and what to 
do.  YES...you can use river-water, creek water, etc...but really try to avoid places 
where waste streams go into, as well as where ANY chemical residue might be.  I'd 
rather filter mosquito larvae out of the water from a bucket and boil it, than take 
water from a sewer stream...and BOTH are really last-ditch, I am about to have 
kidney failure emergency situations, anyhow! 
 
Remember the rule-of-3's...3-quarts of water a day, 3-days until death by 
dehydration, 3-weeks until starvation.  Now...cut that in half, until you put yourself 
into a bad bind that takes days, if not weeks, to recover from...don't run yourself 
into a hole...remember...survival is about you SURVIVING! 
 
WATER WHEN THERE IS NO POWER 
 
Ok...we've covered desolate locations and finding water.  We have covered citylife, 
and finding water. 



 
Let's talk about one I grew up with...the rural farm-type life, and finding water. 
 
Well...first off, there are LOTS of things to get you if you aren't careful out 
here...Rocky-the-Raccoon carries worms...and whereever his dirty little butt has 
been (pun intended), there will also be ascaria (round worms)... 
 
We don't drink from creeks that cows are crossing...they carry parasites, including 
tapeworm.  So do pigs.  Chickens are immune to salmonella. 
 
Get the picture?  We don't drink directly from where animals live.  NO...NOT EVEN 
WATERING TROUGHS!  It looks cool on the old western TV shows...but I always 
wondered...uh...how many of those guys walked around with a 30-ft tapeworm in 
their gut, too? 
 
Ok...now...what you CAN find...are untended, unused watering troughs that 
animals haven't been using lately...they have turned into natural rain cisterns.  This 
does NOT mean to drink directly from them!  (did you NOT just see what that robin 
did, while he was standing on the edge of that trough?!) 
 
Keep in mind...survival IS NOT MACHO!  It isn't about the shots you can get for the 
diseases later...it is about what you can avoid and survive without suffering!  It is 
about duck and dodge, not face and fight! 
 
Ok...where's my cup?  yep...again...this theme gets old, quick...that cup will be 
your boiling cup ALWAYS!  It will OFTEN be your canteen, food plate, bowl, crock 
pot, and much more!  If you lose that cup, you'll swear you lost your best friend!  I 
have one that looks like the terminator attacked it...but it is still functional!  Good 
ones are TOUGH, too!  Pay the $15, don't skimp!  This is a piece of gear that your 
life will OFTEN depend on! 
 
Ok...dip and fill to 80%...and dig a dakota firepit!  Yep...or, you can set up a 
brick/rock stove, if you prefer.  Which ever works for you and your cup. 
 
Ok...on a farm, you almost ALWAYS have a well.  Modern wells are hidden in a 
well-house, and there will be an electric pump head atop the well sleeving...with 
two hard black plastic 1-1/2" hoses going down to the water table.  This may be 
25-feet, or 200-feet...maybe more. 
 
If you can't find water anywhere else, and you KNOW that the electricity isn't 
coming back, and you KNOW you will never set up alternative energy to power that 
well again electrically...you can remove the electric pump and lines...and draw 
manually, direct, from this well...with a little luck. 
 
First, remove the well head and lines.  this may turn into a BIG project, depending 
upon where the well reserve tank is located...I once spent 10-hours as a kid, down 
in a well sump, with a blown-out pump, trying to get EVERYTHING RUSTY 
disconnected to get it out, clean it, replace the pump, check the lines, and put it 



back together again...I also killed 4-black widow spiders in the process...they really 
like places like that. 
 
Ok...once the well head is removed, and lines out, you have the 3-4-inch well 
sleeves right there at you...and these go right to the water table.  CAREFUL!  Don't 
drop anything down there!  Try not to even sweat down those holes! 
 
Now...look around, and see if you can find a proper-sized well bucket.  Yes...they 
actually make a galvanized long, tall, cylindrical bucket to fit down those 
holes!  Ok...look around...if there is one, it will be nearby!  It will be just a TAD BIT 
smaller in diameter than the holes...and about 3-4 feet in length...with a 'trigger 
release' on top.  now...CHECK THE ROPE TIED TO IT!  Yep...that almost-rotted 
rope...check it...THE FULL LENGTH!  The BIGGEST NIGHTMARE you can have, is to 
have that rope fail, and drop your bucket into the well!  You will doubtful get it 
back...and MIGHT lose your bucket AND well-access!  It can block the well!  Ok...if 
it won't hold 35-40 pounds and stand to be yanked on...FORGET IT!  Cut it off the 
bucket and get another fresh section of rope!  Now...ANCHOR THE ROPE!  Tie one 
end onto something that can't go down the well!  You will screw up, and drop it, at 
least once...trust me!  Now...lower your well bucket down...and it will auto-fill from 
the bottom...now...pull it up (this, my friends, turns into work...quickly!)  If the well 
hasn't been drank from in a while...I recommend 2-pulls/buckets out and dumped, 
before you start trying to drink from it! 
 
Since this isn't your well...you don't know if it was a clean well, or a dirty well, 
when you started.  If you know it to be a clean well...then drink away.  If you don't 
know...well...where's your cup?  Boil the water...better safe than sorry! 
 
Ok...back up...what do I do if there is NO well bucket?  EASY!  Do you see those 
hoses that came up when you pulled the well-head?  Ok...now, cut 1-ft off of one of 
them...might take a hand-saw to do this.  Ok...now, with your trusty pocket knife, 
with awl, ream two small holes on one end...180-degrees out...these are for your 
top 'string bail'...on the other opposing end, find a heavy duty ziplock (again...those 
common themes...eh?)...and if you will prowl around, hey, this is a farm!  Find 
some wire.  Now...put the ziplock over that bottom, pull it snug, and use the wire 
to tightly secure that ziplock to the bottom of the tube.  NO...string will not work, 
not unless you use your knife to first groove the outside of the tube all the way 
around to make a string-rest...but you can do that also.  What you have just done, 
is made an improvosational well bucket...now...tie the bucket to your rope, and 
lower it down.  voila!  It isn't pretty, but it will work...just remember...keep it 
short...and you MIGHT have to counterweight that bucket to get it to sink into the 
water to fill.  A real well-bucket fills from the bottom, but this one has to fully 
submerge to fill...you will have to play with this to get it right. 
 
Ok... 
 
Hey...surviving is WORK!  One day soon, we are going to discuss the caloric intake 
required to survive!  It will surely blow-your-mind! 
 



By the way...in continued existence survival...you would use the 'bucket idea' from 
the 'city scene' and extend it to provide for you by way of rain cachement! 
 
The old rain barrel! 
 
Rain...each drop is condensation formed around a particle of dust or pollution.  It is 
nature's way of getting trash out of the air!  God's planet-car-wash!  So...you would 
think, that to drink it wouldn't be smart?  Well...kinda.  Rain caught and diverted to 
a clean barrel will sediment-filter over time...the debris from the rain WILL drop to 
the bottom of the barrel!  Now...this does NOT clean the water completely...but the 
debris will drop out.  What you are left with is potentially acidic, biologically 
contaminated water.  Heavy metals dropped...and that is GOOD...so, don't stir your 
rain barrels, EVER! 
 
Take a gutter, connect it to your cabin, abode, etc., and direct this to your clean 
food-grade 55-gallon barrel that you have cut the top out of, and put a fine screen 
over.  Need a screen?  find a storm door, and plunder the screen mesh...don't 
forget to FIRMLY lash it down!  If you are lucky, it is nylon mesh and not metal 
mesh...so it won't rust.  Not sure?  test an inconspicuous area of the mesh with a 
lighter...if it burns, it is nylon! 
 
Ok...mesh the top of the barrel...keeps birds somewhat away, and leaves out of the 
water...but the spout will still direct water into it.  Find a spigot and put it into the 
side-wall of the barrel, at the half-way point.  Simple 1-hour surgery for the handy-
man, and at the half-way point, you have a simple gravity filter to the water 
now.  Ok...once done, open the spigot and get some water!  Now...don't drink 
it...but you can use it to cook with, or wash pots with.  BUT...to drink...you will 
STILL want to boil your water!  So boil it for 10-minutes, and you are 
GOLDEN!  Should be clean as bottled water!  Oh...if you THINK, for a second, that 
this is acid-rain...take a pH strip to it!!!  You can find them in most pharmacies in a 
little vial...I have already covered this in another post here, about 'water and water 
quality'...so you may want to reference back to that...for pH suitable ranges, etc. 
 
Overall...the rain-barrel is the ideal cachement for drinking water, long-term.  If 
you are NOT near a clean stream, then this is the next step I would take to ensure 
sustainable drinking!  Watch out for hard winter freezes!  They can crack your 
barrel...and this may require a smaller barrel placed INSIDE your dwelling, with the 
heater, so that you can divert water flow to it for hard-winter areas! 
 


